Phenomenology research group notes - Shame

This is a summary for all meetings\(^1\) on “a phenomenology of shame”, between 2009 and 2010. Where noted, other topics were discussed. You can access an alphabetic index and a table of contents in the end of the document. The complete notes are available for current and former researchers at the Phenomenology Research Center.

Phenomenology of Shame: 2009-2010

2009

1. Notes from September 1\(^{st}\), 2009 (with remarks on OLP, self-awareness and guilt)
2. Notes from September 8\(^{th}\), 2009 (with remarks on method, temporality and agency)
3. Notes from September 22\(^{nd}\), 2009 (with remarks on Self-Awareness, embarrassment and “valence”)\(^1\)
4. Notes from October 13\(^{th}\), 2009 (with remarks on Self-Awareness, Guilt and disjunction)
5. Notes from October 26\(^{th}\), 2009 (with remarks on Self-Awareness, modesty and Embarrassment)
6. Notes from November 17\(^{th}\), 2009 (this meeting was the presentation and discussion of the article “Shame as Self-Revelation”, it was divided according to the topics below)
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   f. Negative Valence of Shame
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   i. Conclusion
   j. Abstract
7. Notes from November 31\(^{st}\), 2009 (with remarks on bodily clues, Embarrassment, humility and pride)

2010

1. Notes from February 7\(^{th}\), 2010 (with remarks on intersubjectivity, intentionality and self-Revelation)
2. Notes from February 24\(^{th}\), 2010 (final remarks)

\(^{1}\) Titles and text of the notes were kept as they were in the original text.
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